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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we construct an error indicator for the wavelet Galerkin method for a 
linear elliptic BVP. Such an indicator is based on the H -1 norm of the residual, which is computed 
using the equivalent norm expressed in terms of wavelet coefficients. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years, there has been an increasing interest in the application of wavelet bases 
to the solution of partial differential equations. Such applications are mainly focused on two 
different approaches: the study of wavelet based preconditioning techniques [1] and the study 
of adaptivity [2,3]. A method is adaptive when it somehow automatically chooses a grid (or an 
approximation space) which is almost optimal, in the sense that it contains the minimum (or 
nearly the minimum) number of points (or basis functions) needed to solve the problem with the 
required accuracy. 
Due to the time-frequency localization properties of wavelets, it has been possible to design 
adaptive techniques for the solution of evolution problems (likewise Burger's equations, [2,3]). 
The approach proposed is to use the information provided by the approximate solution at time 
step tn in order to choose the approximation space for the solution at time-step tn+ 1. A first 
analysis of such a technique is given in [4]. 
Adaptive techniques, however, are also widely used for the solution of stationary problems, 
where phenomena requiring an adapted mesh may also appear. The idea is then to use the 
information provided by the solution computed on a certain grid in order to design a better 
grid. To do that, an estimate of the error has to be performed with the aim to decide whether 
and where to refine the mesh. For instance, in the finite element method, the error is estimated 
through the computation on each triangle of the finite element mesh, of an error indicator [5], 
which allows the bounding of the local error from below and from above. Such an error indicator 
is then used to decide whether or not to refine or derefine the mesh by adding or removing some 
triangles. 
Such an idea may be also applied in the framework of wavelet methods [6]. Heuristically, one 
may decide whether to refine or not, depending on the size of the wavelet coefficients. 
In order to design a more rigorous strategy, we begin the study of an error indicator for the 
wavelet method, which should tell us in a more precise way which function we have to add (or 
remove from) the approximation space. 
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We may remark that, while working with wavelets, it seems reasonable to substitute the concept 
of localization in space which is inherent, for instance, to the finite element method, with a 
more precise concept of localization in the phase-space (that is, space-frequency or space-scale 
plane). We will then construct an indicator which will show us around which position in the 
space-frequency plane the error concentrates, allowing in principle a rather specifical refining 
technique. 
For the sake of simplicity, the problem which we will study will be a linear elliptic equation 
on an interval, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The wavelet method we will consider is a 
Galerkin method which uses the orthonormal wavelets on the interval of [7] as test and trial 
functions. However, the techniques used in the construction of the error indicator and in the 
proof of the error estimate can be applied to higher dimensional problems and more general 
wavelet bases, without major changes. 
The error indicator proposed is based on the residual. The natural norm in estimating the 
error by means of the residual is the H -1 norm. Such a norm is not normally used, since it is not 
easily computed. However, one of the most interesting properties of wavelets is that they allow 
us to compute Sobolev norms of negative index in an easy, implementable way. Such a property 
is also retained by waveletes on the interval [8]. It is then possible to use such a norm in the 
computation of the error indicator. 
2. WAVELETS ON THE INTERVAL 
We will consider in this paper the basis constructed in [7] starting by any of the multiresolution 
analysis on R with M+I  vanishing moments and with orthonormal scaling and wavelet functions 
(respectively ¢ and ~b) verifying supp ¢ -- supp ¢ -- [0, N]. We indicate with r the regularity of 
the multiresolution analysis. 
It is possible to build a set of orthonormal functions {¢~) and {¢~}, n = 0 , . . . ,  M, verifying 
the following properties at the boundaries: 
dr 
0, = 0, n = 0 , . . .  k - 1, (1)  dx k 3 ~ , dx n 
_d_fixk¢ jdk  -k (1) ¢ O, dx,~d'~ Ck(1) = O, n = 0, . . .  , k - 1. (2) 
With the notation Cjk = 2J/2¢(2 jx  - k), we can define the space Vj(O, 1) by setting 
Vj(0, 1) = span(¢jk, k = 0, 2 j - N, ¢~, n = 0, M, ¢~, n = 0, M) 
with the restriction that j has to be large enough that the construction on the right and the 
construction on the left do not interfere with each other, namely j > j0 where J0 is the smallest 
integer such that j j  > log 2 N + 1 so that 2- iN  < 1/2. 
In view of the application to PDEs, we introduce the space Vjl (0, 1) = Vj(0, 1) N//01(0, 1). Due 
to (1.6),(1.7), it is easy to see that we have 
Vjl(0,1) = span(¢jk, k = O, 2J - Y ,  ~b~, n = l ,M ,  ~)~, n= 1, M).  
The sequence of spaces Vj 1 (0, 1) forms a multiresolution analysis of H 1(0, 1) in the sense that we 
have 
Vjl (0, 1) c 5~_1(0, 1) c HI(0, 1), UVjl (0, 1) = HI(0, 1). 
The set {¢jk, k 0, 2J N, in n = - Cj, n = 1,M, Cj, n = 1,M} will then form a basis for Vjl(0, 1), 
which is orthonormal with respect o the L2(0, 1) scalar product. 
The spaces WI(0, 1) are defined as the orthogonal complements of VjI(0, 1) in Vj~_I(0 , 1). It is 
possible to construct an orthonormal basis for W](O, 1) consisting of the 2J - N + 1 
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functions Cjn = 2J/2¢(2Jx - •), n -- 0 , . . . ,  2 5 - N plus (N - 1)/2 functions ¢] such that supp 
~k C [0, 2- Jg]  and (Y - 1)/2 functions ¢] such that supp ¢~ C [1 - 2- iN,  1]. Moreover, it is 
convenient to choose the functions ~k and ¢] satisfying a dilation invariance property. More 
precisely, we will suppose that there exists functions ¢0 k and ¢0 k k = 1, . . . ,  (N - 1)/2 such that 
~b~(x) = 2J/2~bko(2Jx), and Ck(x) = 2J/2¢0k(2J(x -- 1)). 
For any distribution f • H -1, the scalar products of f with the basis functions of Vii(0, 1) and 
W)(0, 1) may be defined using the duality relation between H¢}(0, 1) and H- l (0 ,  1), so that we 
can define the projections Pjf and Qjf by means of 
M 2 j -N  M 
k=l  k=0 k=l  
(N- l ) /2  2 J -N  (N- l ) /2  
~k ~k 
= ¢~. 
k=0 k=0 k=0 
The following theorem holds [8]. 
THEOREM 1. Let f • H-l (0,  1) and let - r  < s < r be an integer verifying Is[ _< 1. Then, 
(a) ITs >_ 1, then f E H~ i f f2JSl lQ~fl lo = ej wi th  e 5 • 12. 
(b) ITs <_ O, then f • Hs(O, 1) i f f23Sl lQbf l lo = ey wi th  ey • 12. 
In both cases, we have the norm equivalence 
'[f[[s"'~( 22j°]'Pjf'[~+E225~[[Qjf'[~ ) J>_ jo  
1/2 
(3) 
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We will now consider the numerical solution of an elliptic boundary value problem. For the 
sake of simplicity, we will make our statements in the case of the following model problem. 
Find u E H~(0, 1) verifying 
fu 'v '=f fv ,  Vv E H~(0, 1). (4) 
However, all the statements hat we are going to prove will hold with the natural modifications 
for the more general problem: find u e H~(0, 1) verifying f a(x)u'v' = f fv, Vv e H~(O, 1), with 
a(z) > 0. 
Let us now introduce some notation. We indicate by A = (j, k) an index in Z 2 verifying j > j0 
and k = -L  . . . . .  2J - N + L, (L = (N - 1)/2) and by abuse of notation, we write 
¢~ = ¢5k, k =0 . . . .  ,2 J -N ,  (5) 
qhk-2J+ g 2j . . .  2 5 ~'5 , k= -N+I ,  -N+L.  
By A, we will indicate the set of all admissible indexes A, and we can write any distribution 
f • H-I(O, 1) as f = PJof+E~eA (f,¢~) ¢~" 
We will consider a wavelet Galerkin method for the solution of problem (4). The approximation 
space Vh will be constructed by choosing somehow a subset of indexes Ah C A and writing: 
V h -~ 51o U span (~,  A E Ah). (6) 
Let Uh be the approximate solution of the discrete problem. 
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Find Uh E Vh verifying / , , /  uhvh = fVh, V vh E Vh. (7) 
As we already said in the introduction, what we want to do is to estimate numerically the error 
]lu - uhl]l. In order to do that, we introduce the residual 
rh = f 4- u~ E H-I(O, 1). (8) 
Remarking that u - Uh is the solution of the equation f (u  - Uh)'V' = f rhv, VV E H~), we can 
bound 
Ilu - Uhlll < Cllrhll-1. 
We need then to estimate the H -1 norm of the residual. 
equivalence (3) of Theorem 1. We have 
Ilrhll2_x _< Cy~ 2-2Yl<rh,¢~)l 2 = C ~ 2-2Jl(rh,¢x)l 2, (10) 
,~EA AEA\Ah 
(9) 
This is done thanks to the norm 
where the last equality descends from the fact that rh_LVh. 
Now, setting 
s = P oS 4- = Pjo  4- E 
,~EA AEAh 
we have 
Let us now define 
AIEAh 
(11) 
6~ --- 2 - j  f~ 4- E (¢~,¢~,)u~, . (12) 
,VEAh 
It is clear that 6~ is (at least from the theoretical point of view) an ideal local error indicator. 
In fact, we just proved []u- UhH~ <_ CY~eA 6~. Moreover, it is possible to prove the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let I~ -- supp ¢~, then we have 
2- J l~ l  <_ CIlu - uhlll,I~. (13) 
PROOF. We have 16~[ = [(rh,¢~,}[ = [((U- Uh)',¢~)] <_ C2J[[u- Uhill,I~. 
Unfortunately, the idea of using 6k as an error indicator is not realistic, for two different reasons. 
First of all, the sum contained in (12) may be very large, and then its computation may be 
very expensive. Second, 6), is in general nonzero for all the values ), E A\Ah, that is for an infinite 
number of values of )~. What one needs to do is to construct an indicator d~ which retains the 
good properties of 6~, but is easier to handle in practice. 
In order to define d~, we start by defining a sort of measure of the interactions of two indexes 
A = ( j ,k)  and A' -- ( j ' ,k ') .  We define jm = min{j , j '}  and JM = max{j , j '} .  Moreover, let 
R -- r - 2, where we will suppose that R > 2. We set 
v()~, )~') = 2-(R/2)IJ-Yli()~, M), (14) 
with 
1, suppex M supp¢~, ~ 0, (15) 
i(A,A') -- 0, else. 
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For each A, we define a neighborhood in A by I~ = {A' : v(A, A') > e}, where e is a given 
tolerance. 
Now, we can bound/~ with the sum of two components fi~ < d~ + 2-Jie~[ with 
~ := 2-J f~ + ~ <¢~,¢~:,>~,, ~ := ~ <¢~,¢~,>~,. 
A' 6AhNI~ A'6Ah\I~ 
The idea is to use dA as error indicator. In order to do that, we need to show that the 
contribution of eA is negligible. This is the aim of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. We have 
LEMMA 1. 
~/2 
< cliUhl[1 < ellfl[-1. (16) 
In order to prove such a lemma, we need the following two technical lemmas [2]. 
We here 
1 / ¢~¢~, < c 2 -RIj-j'I • 2 2j~. i(~,),'). 
LEMMA 2. 
then 
Let a = {a~} E/2(hh) and let 
bA = ~ i(A,A') 2 -R/21j-j'I aA, 
A'CAh 
b = {b~} E /2(A) and [[bIIt2(h ) _ C[[a]lt2(h~). 
We can now prove Theorem 1. 
PROOF. Using (17), we get 
2-J[e~[ < 2-J 
A'EAh\ Ix 
sup 2 -a/21j-j' l i(A,A'). ~ i(A,A')2-R/2]J-/I[u~,]2/. 
A' EAh \I;~ A' EAh 
We can now apply the definition of I~ and that gives us 2-J[e~[ <_ e]c~[, where 
cA = Z i(A'A')2-R/21J-J'I[u~'I2J" 
A'EAh 
We now apply Lemma 2 with a~ = 2J[u~[, which gives us 
2-2J1~12 -< ~ E Ic~l 2 -< C~ ~ 2~Jlu~l -< C~lluhll~ • 
AEA\Ah AEA AEAh 
As a consequence of such a lemma, we are now able to prove the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. The following bounds hold: 
( II u -  Uhlll <_ C Z d~ + Cc]luhl[1 ,
XEA\Ah 
d~ < C([[Uh --u[[1,I~ + e][Uh[[1). 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
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PROOF. We have 
[IrhlL-~ < C e 
~C(,~E~A~Ahd2~) 1/2
which gives us (19). 
112 
-~- C~2[[Uh[[1, 
Moreover, (18) implies 2- i lea l  <_ CellUhlll and by remarking that  d~ _< 6~ + 2- i lea l  using 
Proposit ion 1. We get the thesis. 
REMARK. While 5~ is an error indicator, d~ allows us to estimate the error only up to a preci- 
sion e. The idea is to fix the tolerance c according to the accuracy required. 
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